
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL WEIHNACHTEN 

"Bei uns ist immer was los!" 

VORWEIHNACHTENSSITTEN (PRE-CHRISTMAS CUSTOMS) 

bringer of gifts: der Gabenbringer, die Gabenbringer 
Nikolas' helper, a scary figure, who punishes bad children on Nikolausabend: 

Krampus (Bayern) / Grampus (Osterreich) l der schwarze Peter 

Where the Wild Things 
Are-Krampuslauf 

Before the arrival of St. Nicholas, his scary alpine 
-

companion, Krampus, helps separate the "naughty" from the "nice." 

They appear on the ev~ of the 5th of December. They lo~k hor
rible, frightening with their thick, ragged fur coats and dark, 
Satan-like masks with long tongues and pointed ears. They fill 

the snowy lanes with the deafening clamor of their monstrous cowbells 
and the clattering of their rusty chains. As they run, brandishing their 
birch rods, they try to touch or beat as many backs of spectators as pos
sible. In many alpine villages of Austria and southwestern Germany, fas- -
cinated winter guests and locals alike watch the yearly Krampus Run or 
Perchtenlauf, as itis also called in some areas, with that strange mixture 
of horror, awe, and amusement, that seems to help us survive those long 
dark and cold weeks before the festival of light. Well-protected in some 
towns by a cord or by special guards who separate the wild men and 
boys from the onlookers, onlookers need not fear physical ha.rm. To the 
contrary, they will take home colorful memories of a strange century
old alpine winter custom that is now enjoying a revival. 

The ritual of the Krampus run, usually carried out by young men 
and boys, has a long tradition. Krampus is a scary figure, which appears 
along with Saint Nicholas, whose holiday is December 6th, the day of 

the Bishop of Myra And while the holy man 
in his bishop's ornate garment, after inquiring with the 
parents about their behavior, hands out little gifts to the 
children who have been good throughout the year, the role 
of Krampus, who resembles the devil as much as mythi-
cal animal figures, is to punish the bad ones. As helper to 
Saint Nicholas, he carries a large wooden basket or Butte, 
strapped to his back similar to those that had been used 
for centuries to carry provisions and materials up the steep 
alpine paths. It is filled with gifts like apples, nuts, Leb-
kuchen, and small toys, but also pieces of coal and potatoes 
for the undeserving. However, it also serves to stuff mis-

behaved children into it-and carry thernaway. For this, 
the devil's claws or «I(rampen,"which gave him his name, 
come in handy. 

Today, the largest Krampus Runs with up to two hun
dred participants can be found in East Tyrol, Carinthia, 
and Salzburg, where Saint Nicholas has all but lost his role. 

In German-speaking lands, the well-known figure of 
Knecht Ruprecht ( ccKnecht1'-farmhand), attendant to 
Saint Nicholas, seems to be the equivalent of Krampus, 
but their origin and aspects differ. While Knecht Ruprecht 
wears a monk's brown cloak, and, in his passive role, only 
carries gifts in a basket and a birch switch at his belt-it is 
Saint Nicholas who does the necessary spanking! Krampus 
is far more frightening and administers the punishment 
himself, though only under the order of the saint. How
ever, the dividing lines are fuzzy and may be mainlY: re
gional. In the Netherlands, «zwarte Piet" ("Black Peter") 
takes his role, while in Switzerland, children are scared by 
«schmutzli» ("the little dirty one"). 

Whatever his name, Krampus can be seen as an anti
saint, whose function is to scare, threaten, and punish, 
though his evilness does not come anywhere near that of 
the devil. While the devil, as the fallen angel, is the incar
nation of perpetual evil, Krampus, or Kramper!, as this 
term of endearment calls him, acts as villain only to vil
lains. He threatens people in order to help them return to 
the path of virtue. After all, one word by Saint Nicholas 
stops his pranks, softens his behavior, and makes the birch 
disappear. 

The tremendous noise of the ·wild runs easily gives 


